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Abstract

Recent experiments in the low aspect ratio National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) [M.

Ono et al., Nucl. Fus. 40, 557 (2000)] have achieved normalized beta values twice the conventional

tokamak limit at low internal inductance and with significant bootstrap current. These experimen-

tal results have motivated a computational re-examination of the plasma aspect ratio dependence

of ideal no-wall magnetohydrodynamic stability limits. These calculations find that the profile-

optimized no-wall stability limit in high bootstrap fraction regimes is well described by a nearly

aspect ratio invariant normalized beta parameter utilizing the total magnetic field energy density

inside the plasma. However, the scaling of normalized beta with internal inductance is found to

be strongly aspect ratio dependent at sufficiently low aspect ratio. These calculations and detailed

stability analyses of experimental equilibria indicate that the non-rotating plasma no-wall stability

limit has been exceeded by as much as 30% in NSTX in a high bootstrap fraction regime.

PACS numbers: 52.55.Fa, 28.52.Av
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I. INTRODUCTION

The superconducting advanced tokamak [1–5] is presently the leading candidate for pro-

ducing an efficient magnetic fusion reactor. Alternative concepts such as the compact stel-

larator [6, 7] and spherical torus [8–10] are also being actively pursued as possible improve-

ments to the advanced tokamak. The advanced tokamak (AT) and spherical torus (ST)

reactor concepts have several features in common. In particular, both rely on the neoclassi-

cal bootstrap current [11] to sustain nearly all of the plasma current and on stabilization of

pressure-driven external kink modes to achieve sufficiently high beta (ratio of plasma kinetic

pressure to magnetic pressure) to produce power efficiently. For these wall-stabilized and

fully bootstrap-sustained scenarios, very broad pressure and current profiles with elevated

magnetic safety factor in the plasma core are found to optimize ideal magnetohydrodynamic

(MHD) stability. Attempting to achieve these plasma configurations in near steady-state

conditions is a major challenge of present AT and ST research.

An important element in determining the success in achieving these advanced configura-

tions discussed above is an accurate calculation of the no-wall and ideal-wall stability limits.

While stability analysis using magnetic reconstruction and measured internal profiles is re-

quired to determine the proximity of a particular discharge to computed stability limits to

high accuracy, several useful scalings exist to guide this determination for standard aspect ra-

tio tokamaks. It is well established both theoretically [12–15] and experimentally [16–18] that

the maximum stable toroidal beta βT ≡ 2µ0〈p〉/B2
T0 in a tokamak scales as the normalized

current IN ≡ IP/aBT0. Here 〈p〉 is the volume-average plasma pressure, BT0 is the vacuum

toroidal field at the plasma geometric center R0, IP is the plasma current, a is the plasma

minor radius, and the plasma aspect ratio A ≡ R0/a. The leading order scaling of beta

with normalized current is commonly removed when comparing different plasma configura-

tions by defining a normalized beta βN ≡ βTaBT0/IP with units %mT/MA. The maximum

MHD-stable βN is then commonly studied as a function of plasma profiles, boundary shape,

and conducting wall location. The no-wall normalized beta limit has been empirically found

to be roughly proportional to the dimensionless current profile internal inductance li [19].
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Here li ≡ 〈B2
P 〉/B̄P

2
where 〈〉 again denotes volume average, B̄P = µ0IP/lP , and lP is the

poloidal arc-length of the plasma boundary. For standard aspect ratio tokamaks, generally

the proportionality factor λ ≡ βN/li ≤ 4 in the absence of wall stabilization. In contrast,

theouretical wall-stabilized reactor optimizations often result in plasma configurations with

λ = 10-20 for the AT and λ = 20-40 for the ST. Clearly, determining the experimental

dependence of the wall-stabilized beta limits on current profile will be very important for

both the AT and ST reactor concepts.

In standard aspect ratio tokamaks, significant experimental progress has been made to-

ward achieving sustained high self-driven current fraction [20–22] and in sustaining operation

above the no-wall stability limit [23] for external kink modes by utilizing a nearby con-

ducting wall, plasma rotation, and internal dissipation to stabilize the resistive wall mode.

Previous experiments on the low-aspect-ratio Small Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak (START)

device [24–27] achieved very high values of toroidal beta approaching 40% with βN ≤ 6 and

βN/li ≤ 6 but with comparatively higher collisionality and low bootstrap fraction. Only

recently has performance approaching that obtained in standard tokamaks become possible

in high temperature mega-ampere class spherical torus plasmas in the Mega-Ampere Spher-

ical Tokamak (MAST) [28] and National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) [29] devices.

Recent experiments in the NSTX device have largely reproduced START results by achiev-

ing βT ≤ 35% and βN ≤ 6.5 [30, 31]. However, significantly higher βN/li ≤ 10 has also

been achieved in NSTX in high poloidal beta plasmas with bootstrap fractions up to 50%.

Unlike other present-day ST experiments, NSTX was constructed with close-fitting passive

stabilizing plates to suppress external kink modes, so wall stabilization may account for the

ability to achieve high βN/li. Another possibility is that conventional aspect ratio scalings

for the normalized beta limit become invalid at low aspect ratio. The results from START

are consistent with the later explanation since the conducting wall of the device (i.e. its

vacuum chamber) was far from the plasma yet the maximum βN/li achieved approached 6.

The apparent significant variation of normalized stability limits with plasma aspect ratio

motivates the present work which seeks to determine if any such scalings like those discussed

above are potentially useful in describing beta limits independent of plasma aspect ratio.
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The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II describes systematic stability

scans varying plasma aspect ratio, shape, and normalized current. Section III compares the

results of the these scans to NSTX experimental data. Finally, Section IV summarizes these

results.

II. SYSTEMATIC STABILITY SCANS

The numerical methods and definitions used here for determining equilibrium and stabil-

ity are well established and have been described in a previous study of low aspect ratio ideal

stability [32]. In addition, the DCON stability code [33] is also now routinely used. As in

the previous study above, the plasma boundary shape is specified as an up/down symmetric

limiter boundary (no separatrix) defined by

Xb(θ) = R0 + a× cos(θ + δsin(θ)) (1)

and

Zb(θ) = κa× sin(θ) (2)

where κ is the elongation and δ is the triangularity. In the following analysis, ideal beta

limits are determined for equilibria which are constrained to have no local bootstrap current

overdrive and which are marginally stable to ballooning modes and n=1-3 kink modes with-

out wall stabilization. For most cases treated, the optimization of the pressure and current

profiles results in the equilibrium being simultaneously marginally stable to ballooning and

n=1 kink modes. Five free parameters are used in the specification of the pressure pro-

file and seven are used for the parallel current density profile. The normalized pressure is

specified as

p̂(ψ) = w × (1 − ψ̂bp1)ap1 + (1 − w) × (1 − ψ̂bp2)ap2 (3)

and the current profile as

〈 ~J · ~B〉
〈 ~B · ∇φ〉(ψ) ∝ (1 − ψ̂bc1)ac1 + C × ψ̂a1(1 − ψ̂)

a2

(ψ̂ − A)
2
+D2

(4)
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in the equilibrium solution. Here ψ is the poloidal flux and the normalized poloidal flux

ψ̂ ≡ (ψ − ψaxis)/(ψedge − ψaxis). The pressure profile is constrained to have zero edge

gradient and the current profile to have zero edge current density to avoid edge-localized

kink-ballooning modes. The normalized temperature profile has the same functional form

as that shown in Equation 3 and the density and temperature profile functions are chosen

to have similar peaking factor. A constant Zeff=2 is assumed in the specification of the

collisionless bootstrap current density profile, and adjustments to the optimized current

profile are made to eliminate any local bootstrap current overdrive. In the results described

below, each pressure and current profile parameter was varied iteratively until the stable

normalized beta increased no more than 1% during a profile parameter variation cycle.

Such convergence typically required 2 to 4 variation cycles. A total of approximately 4700

equilibrium calculations were used to obtain the stability limit results described below.

A. Plasma aspect ratio scan

The first systematic scan performed varied the plasma aspect ratio from A = 1.25 to

10 constraining the self-driven current fraction to be 50-55%. The plasma boundary shape

was fixed with elongation κ = 2.0 and triangularity δ = 0.45 - values typical of present-day

standard aspect ratio and low aspect ratio tokamak plasmas. With the bootstrap fraction

and cross-sectional shape constrained, Figure 1a shows an order of magnitude increase in

toroidal beta as the aspect ratio is decreased from 10 to 1.25. This increase is larger than

that expected from aspect ratio variation alone, as it can be shown [32] that βT ∼ A−1/2(1+

κ2)βN
2/fBS, implying that the explicit dependence of the toroidal beta limit on aspect ratio

is relatively weak when the bootstrap current fraction fBS and elongation are fixed. Thus,

the additional factor of three increase in toroidal beta is the result of the near doubling

of βN as A is decreased as shown in Figure 1b. Importantly, Figure 1b also shows that a

normalized beta parameter utilizing the total magnetic field energy density inside the plasma

as originally chosen by Troyon [13] is an approximate aspect ratio invariant of stability with a

standard deviation of only 3% and mean value of 3.2 for the geometry and profile constraints
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used here. Here the volume-average normalized beta is defined as 〈βN〉 ≡ 〈β〉aBT0/IP

again in %mT/MA where the volume-average beta 〈β〉 ≡ 2µ0〈p〉/〈B2〉. Thus, Figure 1b

also clearly shows that the degeneracy in possible definitions of normalized beta [12, 13] is

removed at low aspect ratio by the combined effects of strong toroidicity (i.e. variation of 1/R

on a flux surface) and enhanced poloidal field strength relative to the toroidal field. Figure 1c

shows that the optimized pressure profiles are relatively broad with pressure peaking factors

less than 2.5 with the lowest peaking factors occuring at the lowest aspect ratio treated.

Figure 1d shows that the optimal central safety factor q(ψ̂ = 0) is approximately 2 for

A < 1.6 and 1 to 1.3 for A > 2 with A = 1.8 an apparent transitional aspect ratio lying

between the spherical torus and tokamak. Further, for A > 2, the optimal q profile was

found to have weakly reversed shear with q(0)-MIN(q) < 0.1, whereas the lower aspect ratio

cases had monotonic q profiles. Interestingly, this figure also shows that the optimal inverse

internal inductance is coincidently nearly identically equal to q(0). Figure 1e shows that for

A > 2, the variation of the optimal 〈βN〉/li is small and has a mean value of 3.8, while βN/li

varies from 4.5 to 5.5 as A decreases from 3 to 2. These findings for A > 2 are roughly

consistent with the emperical scaling βN/li ≤ 4 discussed above for standard aspect ratio

tokamaks. However, Figure 1e also shows that the decrease in li and increase in optimized

βN as the aspect ratio is lowered yields βN/li and 〈βN〉/li ratios which are strong functions

of aspect ratio for A < 2. These results clearly indicate that ratios like βN/li cannot be

aspect ratio invariants of no-wall ideal stability. However, it is still possible that the no-wall

normalized beta limit scales as li for fixed aspect ratio, but this possibility has not been

investigated here.

B. Plasma shape scan

While Figure 1b shows that 〈βN〉 is nearly aspect ratio invariant for the specfic constraints

chosen, numerous previous studies for standard aspect ratio tokamaks (A ≈ 3) have shown

that normalized beta limits can be significantly influenced by boundary shape and profile

constraints [34–38]. For circular cross-section plasmas with reversed-shear q profiles and
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MIN(q)=1.2, no-wall βN limits up to 3.5 have been reported [35] at pressure peaking factor

p(0)/〈p〉 = 3. These values are similar to those shown in Figure 1 for similar aspect ratio

despite the large difference in boundary shape. Another study [36] which systematically

varied the pressure and current profiles consistent with good bootstrap current alignment

for shaping parameters κ = 1.6-2.0, and δ=0.3-0.7 found a range of combined ballooning and

n=1 kink limits with 3.3 ≤ βN ≤ 4.3 and βN/li ≤ 6. Another similar study [38] performed

without pressure profile optimization treated κ = 1.8 and a wider range of triangularity δ

= 0.1-0.7 and found n=1 kink no-wall βN limits in the range of 2.5 to 4 with the lowest βN

limits occuring at the lowest triangularities.

The highest normalized beta limits reported in the above studies (without wall stabiliza-

tion) appear to be within 10% of the values shown in Figure 1 for similar internal inductance

and pressure profile peaking factors. It is therefore inferred that those equilibria also had

〈βN〉 upper limits similar to those shown in Figure 1b. Thus, to further test the near as-

pect ratio invariance of 〈βN〉 discussed above, a no-wall stability scan at lower aspect ratio

A = 1.6 was performed with varied plasma shape and fixed self-driven current fraction of

50%. Figure 2a shows that for shape parameters κ = 1.6-2.5 and δ = 0.3-0.6 at A = 1.6,

no-wall kink and ballooning marginally stable toroidal beta can vary as much as a factor

of 4 depending on shape. For these shape changes, Figure 2b shows that the normalized

toroidal beta varies from 3.4 to 5, while the normalized volume-average beta values have

only a 5% deviation from a mean value of 3.0 with the exception of the case with the lowest

triangularity and highest elongation. These combined results imply that 〈βN〉 is not strictly

invariant with respect to large shape variations, as low triangularity apparently degrades

〈βN〉 limits at sufficiently high elongation as was observed previously [38–40]. However,

〈βN〉 exhibits significantly less variation as a stability limit parameter than βN when either

plasma aspect ratio or boundary shape is varied.
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C. Plasma safety factor scan

The linear relationship between maximum beta and normalized current can be understood

as a natural consequence of the product q(0)βB/IP being an invariant of equilibrium and

stability at sufficiently high q(0) and aspect ratio [15]. This scaling is well known to break

down due to low-n kink instabilities when the magnetic safety factor and shear become

sufficiently low and the current limit is reached [41, 42]. For standard aspect ratio tokamaks,

this current limit is typically set by the n=1 external kink mode and is usually violated when

q(ψ̂ = 1) ≤ 2 [18, 43]. For low aspect ratio, the q(1) limit is less clearly defined [27] at the

present time, especially given the potential role of the separatrix [44] in modifying the edge

stability and current limits [45].

To better understand the dependence of the current limit on aspect ratio in the present

context, plasma current scans with self-driven current fraction ranging from 0 to 0.6 have

been performed for three different configurations. Figure 3a plots 〈β〉 versus IP/aBT0 for

these three configurations with geometric parameters A=1.6, κ=2, δ=0.45 (squares), A=1.6,

κ=2.5, δ=0.6 (circles), and A=3.3, κ=2, δ=0.45 (diamonds). Results from the aspect ratio

scan of Figure 1 (crosses) and shape scan of Figure 2a (triangles) are also plotted in this

figure. As seen in the figure, the solid line of 〈β〉(%) = 3.2 IN(MA/mT ) represents a good

fit to the upper bound of the computed beta limits and demonstrates the nearly linear

relationship between maximum volume-average beta and IN . Figure 3b shows that the

〈βN〉 limit exhibits a step-wise drop as integer edge q-values are passed through from above

until the edge q is sufficiently low that the current limit is reached and the equilibrium

is unstable even at zero β. Interestingly, the scan with A=3.3 exhibits a current limit at

q(1) = 2 as might be expected for that aspect ratio, whereas the other scans at A=1.6

reach the current limit at higher q(1) values which depend on boundary shape. A similar

factor of two variation in q(0.95) at the current limit is observed for these scans as shown

in Figure 3c. Thus, there appears to be no unique value of q(1) or q(0.95) which determines

the current limit independent of aspect ratio. However, if a global safety factor is utilized

which accounts for leading order aspect ratio and shape effects, beta limits for currents
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below the current limit can be represented in a more aspect ratio invariant form. This is

demonstrated in Figure 3d which plots the 〈βN〉 limit for all scans performed above versus

the cylindrical safety factor q∗ ≡ ε(1 + κ2)πaBT0/µ0IP [32, 41]. This figure also shows that

〈βN〉 degradation begins to occur for q∗ below 2.0 for all cases treated and no stable cases

are found with q∗ below 1.

III. APPLICATION TO NSTX EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The stability limit scalings discussed above were subject to many constraints which are

often not present in actual experiments. For instance, separatrix boundary shapes, H-mode

profiles with finite edge pressure gradient and finite edge current density, and local bootstrap

current overdrive were not allowed in the numerical studies. Clearly, only detailed stability

analysis of a given experimental discharge using measured profiles can determine proximity

to a theoretical stability limit. However, provided the experimental profiles and shapes do

not differ too dramatically from those used in the scans above, the computed scalings can

give guidance as to which discharges are most likely to be exceeding either ballooning or

no-wall kink stability limits. In the analysis that follows, NSTX experimental stability limit

data is compared to the scalings, and a discharge which violates these scalings is analyzed

for ideal MHD stability to test the scaling under more experimentally relevant conditions.

A. Comparison to NSTX stability database

Recent machine improvements in the NSTX device now allow routine access to the H-

mode [46] and its associated low pressure profile peaking (p(0)/〈p〉 ≈ 1.8-2.5) predicted to be

optimal for ideal MHD stability in the ST [32, 47]. Figure 4a plots peak NSTX beta values

computed with the EFIT equilibrium reconstruction code [48] adapted for NSTX [49] for

plasmas with shape parameters spanning A=1.27-1.5, κ=1.5-2.15, δ=0.25-0.85 and internal

inductance li = 0.5-1.7. As seen in the figure, peak beta values have reached βT ≤ 35%

with βN ≤ 6.5 and 〈βN 〉 ≤ 4.5 surpassing previous ST record normalized beta values from

the START experiment [27] while achieving comparable βT values. Figure 4b shows that
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nearly all NSTX discharges have q(0.95) > 3 at peak beta. However, systematic current

limit experiments have not yet been performed to fully test the theoretical limits shown in

Figure 3c. Figure 4c shows that the peak 〈βN〉 in NSTX decreases significantly below 3 as q∗

drops from 2 to 1. This trend is consistent with the shaded region shown in Figure 3d derived

from fits to the stability scan results. In the calculations, the low central q near 1 and weak

shear generate largely internal instability eigenfunctions until the current limit is reached. In

the experiment, strong core MHD activity (typically in the form of large m/n = 1/1 islands)

is often observed at high-β in low q∗ < 2 discharges. The stability of these predominantly

internal modes should be only weakly affected by stabilizing conducting structure outside

the plasma, and this tendency may help explain the consistency between the data and

simulations exhibited at low q∗ as shown in Figure 4c. However, many discharges in Figure 4c

significantly exceed the upper-bound of this shaded region defined by 〈βN〉 = 3.5. The

discharges with the highest 〈βN〉 values ≥ 4 are indicated by green symbols in Figure 4c. As

seen in Figure 4d, these discharges also have the highest 〈βN〉/li (and βN/li) ratios obtained

thus far in NSTX and meet or slightly exceed the βN/li values from the aspect ratio scan of

Figure 1e.

B. Applicability of stability scalings to high-bootstrap-fraction discharges

The data shown in green in Figures 4c and d which exceeds 〈βN〉 = 3.5 by as much as

30% is from an H-mode operational scenario optimized to have very long ELM-free and

sawtooth-free periods. These relatively quiescent discharges had plasma parameters A=1.4-

1.5, κ ≈ 2, average δ ≈ 0.4 in a lower single null divertor configuration, li = 0.6-0.95, and

q∗ in the range of 2.5-3.0. These discharges reach poloidal beta values above 1.2 (several

are measured to be slightly diamagnetic) and EFIT reconstructions and TRANSP current

profile diffusion calculations indicate q(0) > 1 - consistent with the experimental absence of

sawteeth and 1/1 islands. However, detailed q profile information is not yet available for

NSTX due to a lack of internal magnetic field measurements.

Several time traces for the highest 〈βN〉 discharge of Figure 4c are shown in Figure 5. This
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discharge is particularly relevant to the computational stability scans discussed above, as

Figure 5a shows that the bootstrap current fraction as computed by TRANSP [50] reaches

50% by the end of this discharge with neutral beam injection (NBI) current drive raising the

total non-inductive (NI) current fraction to 60-65%. In this discharge, the density increases

steadily and raises the bootstrap current while simultaneously lowering the NBI current drive

efficiency and NBI-driven current. The uncertainty in the current drive fractions shown in

Figure 5a arises primarily from uncertainty in the Zeff profile and the associated uncertainty

in the thermal and fast-ion density. Figure 5b plots several normalized beta curves for the

same discharge. The three uppermost curves (black) represent βN , while the three lower-

most curves (red) are 〈βN〉. The solid lines without the circle symbols are experimental

partial-kinetic EFIT reconstructions [51] constrained by the diamagnetic flux measurement

and loosely by the shape of the electron pressure profile. Full kinetic calculations using

the measured ne, Te, and Ti profiles and fast-ion pressure computed with TRANSP are

in good agreement with the EFIT reconstructions for the higher Zeff values in the range

of uncertainty. For the lower Zeff values, TRANSP predictions of the total stored energy

exceed the EFIT reconstructed value by about 10-15%, and the corresponding normalized

beta values are shown by the dashed curves in Figure 5b. For these curves, the agreement

between the computed and measured diamagnetic flux is not as good, implying either that

the higher Zeff values are a better match to the experiment or that the fast-ion density

in the experiment is smaller than predicted - perhaps due to inaccurate modeling of effects

such as edge loss, charge exchange, or anomalous fast-ion diffusion from MHD activity.

Given the aforementioned uncertainty in the equilibrium q profile and the magnitude and

shape of the fast-ion pressure profile, it is questionable if accurate marginal stability calcu-

lations can be performed to determine the no-wall stability limit for these NSTX discharges.

However, it is in principle possible to determine an upper bound on the marginal stability

limit given freedom to vary these profiles. Such profile variations have been performed for

the discharge of Figure 5, and the n=1 kink no-wall marginal stability values computed

at three different times are shown by the solid lines with circle symbols in Figure 5b. For

these profile variations, a fixed boundary at ψ̂ = 0.997 of the reconstructed lower-single null
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free-boundary solution was used, and the total pressure was treated as the sum of a thermal

and fast-ion component using the functional form given by Equation 3. The thermal pres-

sure profile shape used was a fit to the profile computed from TRANSP and included finite

edge pressure gradient from the H-mode. The peaking factor of the fast-ion component was

systematically varied, and modest broadening of the fast-ion pressure profile was found to

increase the stability limit. The current profile was also varied using the functional form of

Equation 4 keeping the total plasma current fixed. In this scan, the q(0) value was allowed

to vary from 1.4 to 3.5, and small local bootstrap current overdrive was allowed near the

plasma edge. Local ballooning instability was also allowed near the edge - effectively relax-

ing two of the constraints used in performing the systematic stability scans from Section II.

Subsequent variations of the thermal pressure profile showed only small increases in the

stable beta once the fast-ion pressure and current profile variations were complete.

With these profile variations and modestly relaxed constraints, Figure 5b shows that

〈βN〉 ≤ 3.5 is a reasonable representation of the profile-optimized no-wall beta limit for this

discharge. The marginal 〈βN〉 value of 3.5 is consistent with the upper-bound of the shaded

region shown in Figure 3d and exceeds the no-wall limit computed in the more constrained

scans of Section II by less than 10%. These results strongly imply that the experimental

〈βN〉 shown in Figure 5b exceeds the no-wall limit for several energy confinement times

(τE=40-50ms) and many resistive wall times (τwall=5-15ms). Stabilization of the pressure-

driven kink mode from the close fitting conducting plates and beam driven rotation in

NSTX [30, 31, 51, 52] is a likely explanation of the violation of the no-wall limit shown in

Figures 4c and 5, although shear stabilization of either kink or ballooning modes [53] may

also play a role.

IV. SUMMARY

Systematic ideal no-wall stability calculations scanning plasma aspect ratio, boundary

shape, and global safety factor have been performed to test beta limit scalings commonly

utilized at higher aspect ratio. An aspect ratio scan with fixed boundary shape and boot-
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strap current fraction finds that no-wall stability limits expressed in terms of a volume-

average normalized beta parameter exhibit significantly less variation as compared to the

conventional normalized beta definition which uses the vacuum toroidal field at the plasma

geometric center to normalize the volume-average pressure in the definition of β. Plasma

shape scans at low aspect ratio (A = 1.6) also find that the volume-average normalized beta

limit exhibits significantly less variation with shape than the toroidal normalized beta, but

as for conventional aspect ratio, some degradation in the normalized beta limit is observed

for conditions of high elongation and low triangularity. In contrast to this approximate

invariance, the maximum no-wall stable 〈βN〉/li ratio increases by at least a factor of 2 at

very low aspect ratio, implying that a simple linear scaling between normalized beta and

internal inductance does not exist for arbitrary aspect ratio. Plasma current scans at two

aspect ratios show that there is no unique edge or near-edge q-value which defines the cur-

rent limit for limiter boundary shapes. However, expressing 〈βN〉 as a function of q∗ appears

to parameterize both the current limit and 〈βN 〉 degradation at low q∗ in a more aspect

ratio invariant form. Numerically, the optimized no-wall beta limit from all these studies

can be summarized as 〈βN〉 = 3.1 ± 0.4 for cylindrical safety factor q∗ above 1.7. Below

this value of q∗, the no-wall 〈βN〉 limit decreases rapidly as q∗ approaches 1. If any of the

constraints of this computational study are relaxed, higher 〈βN〉 limit values would certainly

be expected. For instance, removal of the bootstrap current alignment constraint would in

principle allow higher li solutions which could increase the stable 〈βN〉 if a βN ∝ li scaling

is obeyed. Experimentally, NSTX peak 〈βN〉 values are at or below the profile-optimized

no-wall limit for low q∗ ≤ 2, but have significantly surpassed this limit for q∗ > 2 in some

operating scenarios. For the discharges operating above this limit studied thus far, utilizing

a diverted boundary shape, H-mode profiles, and allowing for a narrow region of ballooning

instability near the edge raises the profile-optimized no-wall 〈βN〉 limit only 10% above the

values obtained in the systematic scans with limiter boundary shapes and non H-mode pro-

files. These results imply that some NSTX discharges are operating as much as 30% above

the non-rotating ideal plasma no-wall stability limit. The role of the pressure and current

profile shape, wall stabilization, and rotation and rotational shear in allowing operation

13



above the profile-optimized no-wall limit will be studied in more detail in future work.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 - (a) Toroidal and volume-average beta, (b) normalized toroidal and volume-

average beta values, (c) pressure profile peaking factor, (d) central safety factor and inverse

internal inductance, and (e) normalized beta values divided by internal inductance versus

aspect ratio for 50% self-driven current fraction plasmas with κ = 2.0 and δ = 0.45.

Figure 2 - (a) Marginally stable βT (%) and (b) normalized beta values as a function of

triangularity and elongation at 50% self-driven current fraction for aspect ratio A = 1.6.

Figure 3 - (a) Marginally stable volume-average beta versus IP/aBT0 for all stability

scans performed. Volume-average normalized beta versus (b) edge safety factor, and (c)

safety factor at 95% normalized poloidal flux for the plasma current scans. (d) Volume-

average normalized beta versus cylindrical safety factor q∗ for all stability scans performed.

Figure 4 - (a) βT (black) and 〈β〉 (red) at maximum stored energy for NSTX neutral

beam heated discharges plotted versus normalized current, (b) 〈βN〉 versus safety factor at

surface of 95% normalized poloidal flux, (c) 〈βN〉 versus cylindrical safety factor, and (d)

βN/li (black) and 〈βN〉/li (red) versus inverse aspect ratio. Constant normalized beta lines

in (a) are shown in blue. Black and red curves in (d) are from Figure 1e.

Figure 5 - (a) Non-inductive (NI) and bootstrap (BS) current fractions, and (b) normal-

ized β values versus time for discharge 109070.
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